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I. THERMAL 3|CA TTSRIUQ OF X-RAYS BY A CL USE-PACKS I)

HEXAGOHAL LATTICE.

X. IRTRODUCTIOH

The first theoretical investigation of the

influence of the thermal motion on the scattering of

X-rays in crystals was given by Debye (1913), The
The pnedichon Op

main result of his calculation was, a decrease in the
ft

intensity, but no influence on the sharpness of the

laue spots, or Bragg reflections and a general

diffuse background. In actual fact, the general

background of laue photographs is not structureless,

but consists of more or less well-defined spots and

streamers. These extra spots differ from the Laue

spots in that they do not depend on definite positions

of the crystal relative to a monochromatic incident

beam, but exist for a continuous range of angles,

though with decreasing intensity for increasing

distance from the laue spots, A characteristic

feature of the spots is the decrease of intensity as

the temperature is lowered, A full account of the

experimental material has apreared in "Reports on

Progress in Physics," (Lonsdale 1942-43),

Since Debye's first the retical investigation,

many researches have been made into the problem, of

which the most important is due to ..aller (Uppsala
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1925). A condensed presentation of this theory

appeared in "Reports on Progress in Physics," (Born,

1942-43), which contains a bibliography of the subject

and an account of its development. The main point of

this report is that the scattering by a molecule or a

crystal, instead of being expressed in terms of the

frequencies of its normal modes of vibration, is

given in terms of the "dynamical matrix" of the

system. The latter is the matrix of the coefficients

of the quadratic terms in the expansion of the

potential energy in powers of small displacements of

the particles from their equilibrium positions. In

particular, for crystals where the normal modes of

vibration have the form of waves, the result is a

function of the transformed dynamical matrix (In

wave vector snace.)

In the case in which the wave vector tends to

zero, I.e. elastic waves, the transformed dynamical

matrix can be expressed In terms of the elastic

constants (Waller, 1925, Born and Barginson, 1941,

Jahn, 1942). This allows one to write the scattering

In the region of the reciprocal lattice points,

(Laue spots), as a function of the elastic constants -

the so-colled John approximation.

To investigate the intermediate region of

reciprocal space, one has to know the value of the

transformed dynamical matrix for all wave vectors, or

use a model, for which it may be calculated. Begbie
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and Born (1947), have proposed a model in which only

neighbouring particles act on one another, while the

law of force is quite arbitrary, except in so far as

it has to satisfy the symmetry of the lattice. In

this case, the elements of the dynamical matrix can

be exrressed in terms of a small number of constants,

(the atomic constants). The amplication to a face-

centred cubic lattice has been carried out by Begbie

(1947), In this case, the atomic constants, being

equal in number to the elastic constants, can be

exrressed in terms of the latter. Thus the dynamical

matrix, its transform in wave vector space and the

scattering for all reciprocal space are functions of

the elastic constants. The final result shows that a

considerable intensity of scattering, with a quite

definite structure can be expected in the region

between the Lsue spots.

This method fails when it is applied to the

close-racked hexagonal lattice, because in this case,

the number of Independent atomic constants (seven) is

greater than the elastic constants (five). In these

circumstances, Begbie limited his calculation to the

regions in the neighbourhood of the reciprocal

lattice points. Results were given for beryl. The

purpose of the present investigation Is to extend the

work of Begbie into the regions of reciprocal space



between the lattice points, by the assumption of

central forces. The effect of this assumption is to

reduce both the number of independent atomic and

elastic constants to one. The elastic constants for

a close-racked hexagonal lattice under the assumption

of central forces have been calculated by Born (1942J.

Beryl is the only hexagonal crystal for which the

complete set of elastic constants is known, and in

this cose, the ratio between the constants agrees

quite well with that calculated by Born. This

suggests that the assumption of central forces is

quite a reasonable approximation.
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2. LATTICE DYMAffOS.

This section summarises briefly the results

already obtained by Born (194E-43), and Born and

Begbie, (1947), The lattice cell is described by

three elementary vectors <X, y Cla y a3 • Then the
position vector of the particle at the vertex of any

cell is

(2»1) 2 = I, (2, f Li (A a L $ ^3
where £, m J/^ , J/3 . are integers. If there are
S particles in the unit cell with masses Ml#. s)

A
aftd T, Is the position vector of thek particle

from the cell vertex, then

(2,2) Xp-r^TA,
defines the position of the particle % in

equilibrium. The rectangular components of X L are

U=i, *

How consider small arbitrary displacements ItiJO
of the particles from equilibrium. The potential

energy (jj> of the deformed lattice can be expanded
in powers of the rectangular components iL( (£' C°(=i,3,3)
of U ' • The whole domain of the values of

X J/, X is 3 S N , where 3 is the number of cells
and S the number of particles in each cell. The

linear terns of 4> vanish in equilibrium and the

second order terms are

= i') tmhv)
(2,3) MM'^
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vnhere

>v C ^2i§ h
o

12.4) L'^W^
5'or the case © - & see (2.7).

These second derivatives in equilibrium depend

only on the difference of cell indices ,

and satisfy the condition.

(£.5) ~

The equation of motion of a particle of type

mass is then

<«.•> ***■U) 'IJ ujb) = o •

From this one sees that the quantities <j^(j
represent the quasi-elastic forces between any point

and a point of the base {■'') • In particular,

the so-called 'force of a point 1 on itself

§(fr) , can be determined from all the other
forces, for if the whole lattice is subjected to a

translation COYLst, > U^i^) -O then
from (£.6) one obtains

ti-1) J77 \.^)-~° °r =-l'is(lj;
where a dash on the summation sign denotes that the

term in which 0 , jh-Ji be omitted from
the summation. One can remove the mass factor in



(£•6) by introducing the reduced displacement rector

(£.8) y ; = iu

and the coefficients

(£.9 ) ~

MA/y^p

which satisfy

tl.. i _ n. 1-2(£.sa) = Dm{jUL',
Then the equations of motion become

l*M iijf) = -J_( D^J0) % fi/) _

ft* tiii considered as a function of the two^5 VAA'
trieds and L/tf/^Jc1) is an element of
the dynamical matrix. It Is now easy enough to show

that the e-uations of motion can be satisfied by

plane waves. An alternative procedure is the follow-

-ing. The kinetic energy of the particles T~, is

It is well known that both £ and / can be
transformed into sums of squares, by introducing

normal co-ordinates. Only tho results will be given.

Let j{j) be the complex normal co-ordinstes, where
the index J~ assumes the same number of values 3S/V
as the domains of together. Then one has

(E.iu Z.
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£p> -2. e*tih)^ <«UA c<iA ^

The coefficients are the solutions of the linear
V

equations for free vibrations of waves. In oonse-

-quenee of the periodicity of the lattice, these can

be split into /V/ sets of 3S equations,

'bmn)
where , the transformed dynamical

matrix in reciprocal space, is given by

3 inoe

(2.15) ^{W/
it follows that

(2,i6) ^

The index J has been split into two indices

where / - <> 2, - 3S represents the different

branches of the spectrum, and <£_ (Q<} Qs) the
different waves of each branch. The choice of

possible wave vectors $ is restricted by the

"cyclic lattice'.' condition (Born, 1923). The basic

vectors h°i of the reciprocal lattice (Ewald, 1923)

are given by



^ 'lo
, „ v J2,.= . = ^ it,x

^-•'-2)^^? 7 ~a v^-i ^jxa3 7 ^'^2)xa.3

The vector

(2.18) ^k= ^ b, 1- l^bj t
^ ^

sphere Q7^ ,( M Q<ilw are integers, determines

the reciprocal lattice points. Then if

¥ - A £|+-A ^2 tA ^3 tlie scalar product

(2.19) £'1 r; = f Q^> ^
is an integral multiple of • The cyclic

lattice condition postulates that the lattice

deformations have a period large compared with the

dimensions of the cell, so that any function

ftrL^flr' if 1 U = i,3,3;
cU^.r*

hence for € to he periodic in this way the
/O

permitted values of ^ " must he such that

u 2fh, n 34io h 5/71^3
(2.20) (?i=7n,f)a = ^r, Q 3 ~ M

The coefficients in (2,11) and (2,12) are the

elements of a unitary matrix and can be written

(z.£i> e^/llrr) =

where the e^CJW^' must satisfy the identities

(2.22) /
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Since the U are real, one has

0 - £*(?)
(£.£3)

flow each complex ^ represents two real

normal co-ordinates, but on account of the last

relation, the number of these can be reduced to the

Correct value again by restricting the Q values to
ho IF 7

the points inAthe unit oellof reciprocal space.

The elements of the matrix VyfrJ}) are
related to one another through the symmetry of the

lattice, in the following way:

A lattice point is defined by the vector X \k •

referred to rectangular axes, A sycmetry operation

of the lattice is represented by a transformation

matrix such that some other lattice point ^

exists for which

lis) = Tr&)
(£,£4)

The elements of the matrix will then have the

transformation law

(£.£5) Dl$ » ptj£j%
where is the transpose of lp and the change
of indices , is obtained from (£,£4),
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3. THE -nmm.HQB FOR THE THERML SCATTERING OF

X-RAYS.

Let It be assumed that a beam of X-rays is

passing through a crystal and let K. be the
i

wave rector of the incident beam aria K be the

wave vector of the scattered beam# Then, if the

scattering power is defined as the ratio of the

scattered intensity in any direction to the incident

intensity, and if K"— ~ — can shown,

(Born, 194E-43), that the scattering produced by the

thermal motion is given by

(fcl, ^ Ni h wA>
where are the elements of a matrix, the

scattering matrix, which in first approxination is

proportional to the reciprocal tf the trans formed

dynamical matrix,

(3.2) S$) = MT D$) '
Here Jl is Boltziamn fs constant3* and T is the

absolute temperature.

The other symbols have the following meanings:

(3.B) e4-1* £

x; the fact that A> is also used as a suffix is not
likely to cause confusion.
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» th© modified scattering factor dependent

on X ;

N , the number ef cells in the crystal;

(3*4) K ~ ^/rnt"a T-) ^Thorn son factor

jo , the electronic charge;

/m » the ma S3 of the electron;

C • the velocity of light;

<y- » the distance of the small scattering volume

from the point of observation;

X, the angle of deflection of the 2-ray beam#
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4. THE BIMANUAL I/ATRIX.

In the work of flora and Begbie, all the elements

of the dynamical matrix were assumed to be arbitrary

constants and then relations nere found between thera,

by applying symmetry transformations described in

(2.25)*

In the case of central forces, the elements of

the dynamical matrix are given explicitly in terms of

the atomic constants, and hence already satisfy the

necessary symmetry relations. The dynamics of a

crystal lattice under the assumption of central

farces tore teen completely worked out by Born,

(Atomtheorie des festen hustandes, 1923). Here it is

assumed the.t the potential energy between any two

particles ((/ (jytj depends only on the nature of the
particles, and = \T\Ia'JI the distance
between them. Accordingly, the elements of the

dynamical matrix are given by

(4,1>

where

(4#£)
o

D

and means the values of the variables are

tu be taken at the equilibrium position.

The condition for equilibrium is

(4.3) P(^X<P = 0 (<*=',5,3-)
Ml
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Bo», in the special case where only first neighbours

are considered tfco act on one another, and all the

particles are the same, one has

{4.4} 0 (^= / restricted to
first neighbours.'

So it follows that ifP represents

for first neighbours

(4.5) p' = £

and the elements of the dynamical matrix reduce to

d.

ft
l)

(4.6) -"^1b)
( { restricted to first neighbours).

The value of the remaining atomic constant Q
say, can be obtained by comparison with the matrix Ktrs)

of the elastic constants (see(4.11)). hoe the

elements of the dynamical m&trix can be written down,

as soon as the form of the lattice is known.

In the close packed hexagonal lattice, there are

two identical particles of mass /YYl in the unit call,

distinguished by A - I , A~Z # The ©ell vectors

CLi} Q,%y g,3 can be chosen In such a way that the
angle between «-(and Qq is 2"/3 and CL^ is at
right-angles to the plane of a, and QL^ ir; the
direction that makes the system of axes right-handed.

The lengths of lattice vectors are given by



PISURE I

Pirst Neighbours of the Two Points in the Unit Cell

of the Olose-packed Hexagonal lattice.
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12,1 = IflaI --a ia,| =c*J% a,
14.7)

The Cartesian co-ordinate system used is so

orientated that X, lies along the positive

direction of &2. and ^3 along the positive

direction of CL3 • (Fig.IT )
For simplicity, it is assumed that the base

vector of particles of the type A= I i3 aero,

while that of the type is given by

(4.8) =r1( ^

or, in rectangular co-ordinates by

(4.9 ) y - I 0 - )fai - 1 ) JSj a/

Particles of the sane type lie in alternate planes,

perpendicular to the £3 axis.

It Is only necessary to consider those matrices

which arise from the first neighbours of

the two particles in a chosen unit cell. These two

particles are labelled 0 and 01 in figs, 1 and 2.

Fsoh point has twelve first neighbours, six in a

plane containing the point, and three above and three

below this plane. The line joining D or o' to

a neighbouring point [/*!) is labelled by the
letter jf1 and is written for Dfa1') • The
twelve neighbours of 0 are again split into two

groups ; j^s those of o' into jl , j/i
as indicated by the following scheme.



PISURE II

Projection of the Structure in Figure I on to a

Plane Perpendicular to the lattice Vector .
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Jv-? i,a,3,
ft—7 i, a,3 fj

1

The connection be twee

is given in Table 1#

TABLE 1.

K: | H ^ b <o j £ 3 X+ 5" r
t, o ~i 1 o H i OH < 0 -| -|

k | -1 0 0 o -I HO \ o ~i c

JU (9 0 0 H -1 -1 0 0 0 o 0 O

(«) Oi) In) (ai) W £0 Ul) (U) HI) («) (.21) (2,1

K |' 2' 3' V 5"' t' a' r V & ?'
i o I -1 o I I 0 1-1/91 1

u 1 c ■10 1 0 -II 0 o o \

k 0 0 o o 0 0 o o o I 1 |

(U') (22) Q$) (22) (12) (lZ) (|2) (22) (12) (I2) If*)

The notation is due to Begbie (194?)»

u
The components of XI^ in the Cartesian

system ai'e given in Table 2*

i eighbours of 0

lOlghbotzrs of 0 ^

L it
n the symbols /t and
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TABiE £•

K \ 3. 3 ^ ^ to 1 2 3 K & r
a -(L o a -a.(1 2 i 2 2

, d d ^ a
d- 2. a 0 0

\J%cl -a (t a
0 a ^ u>3 2J3 «w?

-4§& -6L a. (£.
0 2 2 U5 2t^ 21/3

0 0 0 ~f "% 0 0 0 a. 2 3

M 01) liA HI) HI) 121) oO ill) in) (in (?') |2J) 12-/)

X i' s! 3' V 5' (J V 5' 3'u$' V
*,K n -a -d n d -dCL 2 2 0 3 3 -a- % 3 0 1 §

-1% a. _a -_ol
0 2. 2. 1^3 2i^ 2</3

-i£«. j?a a -a -a
0 2 2 IB f>23

x/ A-
3

n -c -c.
0 0 0 2 2. 2

~ C c c
£ 0 0 2. a. 2.

U) p) &L) &L) (12.) (ia) (iz) 122) M (22) (12) (/'2) U2)

The elements of the dynamical matrix Being given by

(4.10) ty

can be read off iianedistely from the above table.

They are given in lable 3. All The eieme.n(s have
fc be rv-«iull"i pliec/ b^ f he i-cxctor^^yi.
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il© ©X©£Qf»nt8 Of D$) LU°A0) obtained
troa th© condition (! ,7) arc

D° =>

'"-V 0 o '

O 0 -If

f

D°

The elastic constants of the ol ere-racked

hex© agonal lattice have been considered by orn (194£)

in an Investigation of the n tab! 11 to of such a

lattice, The mtrir. ICrs) of the elastic constants
(case of first neighbours only), oar be oritten in

the form

Iprs) -

07 q
iiA

II § 0 o o

11 Zq § 0 0 o

s « n o 0 0

0 o 0 § 0 o

o 0 0 0 § t>

p 0 0 0 0 c
(4.11)

©here Vcigt's form for the elastic energy rer unit

VOlUD© IS

(4.11) §2 = 5 X ^y6<lrX^
A SJ

ors! A is th© rolQi c of the unit cell* Thus W can be

obtained by a determination of the elastic constants.
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5. THE TRANSFORMS I) DYHAUICAh MATRIX.

The elements of the dynamioal matrix in the

reciprocal lattice space, (which for a hexagonal

lattice is another hexagonal lattice), are obtained

from the Qt/j by means of (2,14). Before

doing this, however, it is convenient to denote the

co-orainstes of a wave vector _£ in reciprocal

space by four symbols instead of three. This is done

in order to utilize fully the symmetry of the lattice

and corresponds to the fact that, in a hexagonal

direct lattice, there are three symmetry lines in

thepLane ix-0 , any two of which may be taken
for the direction of the cell vectors. The co-ordinate

of the point are thus denoted by ^i, i?2.) Q'i) )
where % denotes the new co-ordinate and the one

previously called % now becomes m As a point is

now specified by four co-!»dinates instead of three,

a relation must hold between them. This is given by

(5.1) Qi + Qi-f-fo - 0

The elements of the matrix are thus given by

(5#2) " ({£t4 Qt,i if
It is not necessary to calculate all the x-satriees, as

certain symmetry relations hold between them, ^ince

from Table 3

(5.3) Q/1- - 0v
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and

(S.4J D1
and as is easily seen from Table I,

(5.5) yl) _ ^1)

11" =

= -(r 7'
K

ana

«m» {r\--Cr^'
it follows tfcRt

(5-7) D@) = D(l)
and

(S.8) D(||) - D(jt)
Thus only the cases Difj/ and D($j) are worked

out in detail. The acrrespoading t values ere given

below in Table 4.

4.

| H 3 1 2 3 }+ 5 to U £ E
0 -I | o -I | o i -| 0 -| -|

k OToT 0 o -) 0 -1 0

k 0 QO 0 0 0 -1 -f -| o 0 o

A') fin ill) in) v»i) iii) hi) [2/) (£/) (3/) kl) I2/) I2')

S
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The resultant o(fa) matrlees are given by
Q 9 = p1 oV'^f 0V^»+DV'tDV\tfe^V0°

(5.9) O^i) - DWDV +dV^%D*ADt C?^'

As in the esse of Begbie, the caloulation is

confined to the plane §,■ - o • With this condit-
•ion, the non-vanishing eleroents reduce to

where

(5»11) C« = tCfr-JQ^
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6. THE RECIPROCAL OF THE TRAXjSflUHi-iSD DfKAUCAL MATRIX.

The matrix 0(9) is of order 6 x 6. corresponding
to the sis possible values of the pair of indices

A(A • if the rows and columns are so ordered that the
elements 0^ (Jp) which occur in the fifth and
sixth rows and columns have at least one of the

indices ©(,/?-3 , then the matrix can be written

in the form

A a A a

All A12
(6.1) L ^

Here the A vs are sub-matrices, A consists of the

sixteen elements for which and fc are equal to
1 or 2 # A22. the four elements for which both o(

and z3 are equal to 3, and A\%
; /h.f are oomposea of

the remaining terms for which one of the indices

oiyS is equal to 3. IProm the previous section, it
follows that the sub-ma trices Axj arc- aero
matrices.

How, if the reciprocal matrix is partitioned in

a corresponding manner, the suh-mntriees being denoted

by By-5 v It will have the care form as the original
matrix, and the sub-matrices 8,, , (3^ are the
reciprocals of An , A 22 respectively.

A glance at the scattering formula, (3.1), shows

that the sub-matrix 822 always acts on the component

% or, as it is now called Qif . Since the

calculation is confined to the plane = q , this
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sub-raotrlx will contribute nothin; to the sea iteming-*

iionc . in the sequel the terra transposed aynsMcal

raetrlx £)0 Bill be apvlioa, to tho Jf XJf sub-no trist
Ah •

reciprocal of the ^-X^ aab-oatrix ma he
written

AH -Ai( A?( -/\Hi
~Aiz Am -&9X A41
A »3 -Aa3 A 33 -AJ+3

A i+u

D^) = £

<6.£)

where A is the aetorninor.i

D4) q$) D„(?2) 0,4;
D2l6j D22v?|) Dl|(?i)
»4) D^(|,) ct) i'12^1)
Q*li) ^21(82) ^C?j

(6,3)

M§ ArS ere the minors of the SlWints in the r&
roe oca the s— colaon. the® satisfy the relations
( 6.4 ) A rs ~ Asy-
t * andlo-6' A„ = 4„ /kj./Vf A*-A<, A»=A,(
for ease in writing, tfc® determinant A is written

a b jl* *

A - b L T^ >1 ^ a. b
y 2 b c

(6.6)
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where the values of the constants obtained from (5.10)
r/Qtf'

(omitting for the present the factor - ) are

a - aca+i (c^y** b= fee,-c3)
/m.

C = 3 C Cj fCi)—

w*. IJ£
(6.7)

-V"=^(££V«)
I4f*= hr*

Z - % t-^Ce^Ve

IZj = ^

Instead of working out the elements of the

reciprocal matrix In detail, the calculation is

simplified by taking certain linear combinations,

which, being related to the symmetry of the lattice,

simplify the expression of the scattering power.

This will be shown in detail in the next section.

In the next paragraph, combinations of A,| , ,

-Aii are evaluated, then combinations of A, A^
and finally the determinant Z) •

The explicit expressions for the first set of

minors are

lc Y zA
CL bAl{--

■Z o c

= -aJz(VbCy^f»z*)-c/y2f c(Z£-^)

(6.8)

clx*Y*~
AZ7* la b

(6.9)
If b C

4 *=

b x

fa. b
i. b c

~ -0L\ { > bO&ft X f)-clxj Y aiac -i>2"

- -d- j^L f- buyVx*z)-cx^f b CCLC-b2)
(6.10)
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fhe first two ex ressions are real. If the real

part of the last one is called ^2.1 it is given

by

/XT1( = tix f)+bmc -b2)
(6.11)

In the following, the symbol before a

quantity means that the real part of that quantity

has to be taken. How three quantities A , , A a. ,

Z)3 are introduced as follows.
At - KU?> A-ii"l\w-)

=-a[-f lyl2j+i> [x*vpMf- £ (Xzhxz*)-Slfl^- (.-*VWC^X^ ■
( ) i~C(L~\3bXAC-b1),
Ai'-iteAii-Azd

= { htiyUi2lfybp^t?f^-xty^)+cClxl*-3if12)i-(3c^alc-b2)}
(6.13)

A3 = R03A*I
= -a &ztx2})
, ' Ka*i)3bXat-b)#(6.14)

prom (6.7) it follows that

X* f- jL/ty* «=■ o

(6.15) Y~Zt/f7r^sJ3^"C^

and that the quantities o(( • ^ » <A3 and y
can be introduced as follows:

CCL-J3b - iUCatC^-C,-^
= 3^" =

(6.16) = a+J3t=

(6.17) y = SfclC-b2^ qfcCafCaCsfC^J-^CCiKa^s)
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Xf the substitutions (•.15), (6.16), (6.17) are put

into (6.12), (6.13), (6.24) # 4 .

reduce to

/\, = o<,y-X,c2C3 +3Cci+c3;-8c,*-e

+3Cc3^,)-?ca+8

A3-- 4y +c,ii-c2-c3-Ac,c2.
(6.18)

The second set of minors is given by

b x* y*
= -X*cV an^bc ~2*tT -h zQc*!*-^)4»/= c ^z*

z- b c

(6.19)

4^/"
bxXy*
c y* 2* | - -o^bc+y*(J>Vac)-z*ai>
y CL M

(6.20)

4^
a x* - y*
b y* z*

OC X b

- -X* bVayai>-Z%* t-xCx*2.*-y*^j

(6.21)

and the required linear combinations by
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\rjs ~-bCb-V5 hab -^b-Sajdytota-j?b)zV^^y)(&*-f*2)

k(34,-/142) =i j(J?-3<.A)x*fc^*+ C3 z-x) (xV"-y^ ) j

Zl^-h/3 4,, = -bCbV5c)3^fC^bwbZud&c)f*- CiCd^b)^iXm.f^z^-yx'1)
(6.££)

flow tho factor

<6.£S>

Substituting for this and X ^ z in (6.22)
gives

%'-^bn5c)(e^e*'>(^--e^3)-fl
3-k^(e_A^ec^A

to,r/l4a)^fC3C-O)(Al^ +(okt2 ^ (e-*t
f?(eL%cq\ec(^^

(6.24)

Rearranging (6.24) sooording to the exponentials

leads to

0
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+1 (e"+lccl'kt"',^'jj

(6.26) HCbe^le^)
The coefficients of the exponentials oan be

faotariaed thus:

Aurs'i.,- (frJ»b)(fe-H)^^ b >

^0,f/llla)R4ftXt-fe4) e-''5' +('L|C)(i+^
PsCe^VV^')

AyuS/),,, = ^ fi")1-'5b~a.)e-L1'^tihBb)lii^i> fl') e tVi ^L2H) (CibJsb)

,6.26) ♦* 11 «<«*&%).
But

fhgb^-^cn-t,-* at^VA+%-8 §-£)*%=
(6.27 =<j+^3

On substituting (6.27), (6.£6) reduces to

-i/rVV^e <%,Ha»S)e'^2i,(c<,^1^£^3<,iW-iJiV|
AW^/^, = sL-Vk e'0-̂ l̂)e' U^M<-eCl^t'*1
(6.£8) ^ J

From (6»£8) it follows that
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(6.29)

Bow the quantities A , A. • W • are

introduced by

d,=RCV^433)e^= R ^vfj3^,)eL^»)
^ RJj.(3A„-Aw)e'^iT3)
A'3= R tA4J+J5A23) e^= R <-A^A*,)^V8)
(6.30)

The values of these quantities are obtained brom
(6.29).

3/)'=- -°<( W,Hx)an^(X^) arO

>4&hl
^ 3

3A1 - ^ tffef^ "fcffe

3A;=
(6.31) 3

JTom (6.6.) it follows that the determinant /\
is given by
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lb^/-od21 \xz^H

(6.32)

Elimination of X, ^ and z from (6.32) gives

A=j y-jt\]^c,1)-'jttMc)u-c9)-!j a?(y-2lci't;)f "j4f 375 Ur'1)

(6>M)

or

9A- V- ici<^-^)a-itc(fC3)ca3(-3b2)f

(6.34)

The values of the terns in (6.34) are

i ^2 to.-3c):= 2cfQCC(tt3/+3 5 c, - g c^Cc(+c3) -3 lc,k.3) +-; t C?

a.Cc,t^)ca\3^)=bS^j/c2dic,t(^)Aczcc,^)~3^x(q +c3) _8
+ 2%(c,tC3)

V(LbZ - l2<^iCrQ})^3Ccl~C^)Ccl^)-^C^~^f

~£ ((Ac1) ~^b2iac)--ifc\-|Cct-tsf-/8c<lCclK.3)+-qUt1Kz+c3)-\q 1

(6*36)

This yields for the final value of A (except
for omitted factors,)

^A — ) — ^Ccri+c^bC^~^ClCz^S~32jiC1 K.zA9)f-^(CciCzK2C3K3C/y6Uc,f<2f<:j)-/^
6.36)
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7. THE SCATTERING POWER AND IS0DIFFU3IUJ1 LIKES.

Since all the atoms in the hexagonal lattice are

of the same kind, the formula for the scattering power

(3.1) reduces to

(7.1) ik m ^

In this equation, dashes are placed over the Q<^
in order to show that they are co-ordinates in the

Onrtesian system. Now write (7.1) in the form

(7.2) = Q^oMkT~rrC ^ AoLgQ^Qs

where /A^ is given by

(7.3) Ac0 = erLgT^'
If the expansion is written out in full, this is found

to reduce to

(7.4) -- R [D-'„g) + (%)e^}
for from (5.7) and (5.8) it follows that

(7.8) D-'g)--D-'^ and
The dashed co-ordinates of £ (<?/) Qd, Q'i ) in the
Cartesian .system are now replaced by the hexagonal

system ^£, <?<> ) referred to the basic vectors
of the reciprocal lattice by means of the transformat¬

ion
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tn a\ fV - Q1 _ ,0=0)-

& Va- J5 a Wr 7

In these co-ordinates, the scattering power

becomes

lflz f
= «T/^2l/\tl(£+^Al2iqi-q?)-h-^ AnLQ,~aW3^fr

(7.7) /J

or, rearranging
■

(7.a) ^-4<5lvAT
If (7.8) is written in the form

(7.91 d *%C0 A/AT ^1 2.
the coefficients 6o( are given by

B,= R {*2^^UnzirJ3is„)<:-^VJ = A, * A',
Br K {iC'AirMH^ArA^ A^+ Aa

B,= R {AaWA^t (Au^JSA^e"^^ A, +a',
(7.10)

where use has been made of

Q y- _ *^3
(7.11) ^ - 3

Introducing the values of and Zi^ from
(6.18) and (6.31) the coefficients Bo( become

2 |
s where the constant factor omitted

in (6.7) has been re-introduced.



3 B \=°^i y cl^ -qC2Cj V-3c^f3C3~"8C| ff? M23}CgfH((5^^)c,3
+C2| +^3+^3^^

3Ba = ^^clt^W-i+c5Cl +3G3^3Cr^tg^e^)^2H^;Bi^a^)cl(
+ C?2.fC2|t££02^0i

3g = ^3y_C3%q^4-i+qCi+3Cl^3G^c5^3C^;S3Ml^C5l^l?H)c^
(?.1£) +C13+C9itic^2(^
and re-writing (6.36) for A

{6.36) yA= y~sCQW^)-^c/c^Ci-y^lc^L^bm^
and with definitions

){— Cj CqcifCiC3 fC3C,^~2y *-l (o V
* 7i12i C^- /C^O ^3^
the scattering power is given explicitly as a functioa

of £ .

For the purpose of calculation it is worthwhile

to separate the B«( into the parts A^ , Z)'^ •

because

(?♦ 14)

The problem of finding an analytical expression

for the "extra spots" or intensity maxima of the

background radiation, when the experimental arrange-

-ments are specified, is rather complicated, (Born

and Sarginson, 1941; Sarginson, 1942). On the other
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hsnd, the well-known conditions for selective

reflections have been shown (e.g. Born, 1942-43) to

be equivalent to the statement that the Intensity

distribution of the iaue scattering has infinitely

high and sharp maxima when

(7,15) £ ^ k-kf = Qk
where

(7.16) (Lot = Zltlu = '> 2'3)

and the are integers. The similarity of this

with

(7.i7) ryb< = l<

has suggested (Lonsdale and Smith, 1941; Jahn 1941-42;

Weigle 1941-42) that the vectors ^/2/T be interpreted

as position vectors in the space of the reciprocal

lattice. Thus the reciprocal lattice points corres;

-pond to selective reflections, which will be

surrounded by a distribution of background

scatterin g It lias thus become customary to express

the results of observations in the reciprocal space

and compare them directly with theory.

If the formula (7.1) for the scattering power is

written in the form

c = <=;„ m >■£ dig
(7.IB)

where

7.19) - £ "L D^)e 'Sorw' Q'<
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th e function 2 is known as diffusion
function1 (Born, 1942-43) since it describes th©

diffusion of scattered intensity about a laue spot,

in virtue of the thermal motion* flue 3o-oalled

"surfaces of isodiffusion" C0HSt. , give

a graphical representation of th© scattering*

In the present case, the Isodiffusion function

is given from (7*9) by

j _ x -3 /rn~ " —1
(7*20) M) = 3Qjtq' A ^

°v.

The process of calculating this function can be

considerably reduced on account of various symmetry

relations* In the first place, the determinant A
and the three co-efficients A3. are periodic in

the 9°^ * Then, it is easily shown that replacing

the point (j91 by _(?i) ecu-responds
to a rotation of 60° In the plane • A *s

invariant under such substitution and the triad

CB| j 62becomes 03^ B^B/U Thus it follows that
) is invariant under 60° rotations in the plane

0
• so it is only necessary to evaluate it

in one sextant. Further, replacing the point

C x-%y "f, -X-% ) by , 'f ) corresponds
to a reflection in the line Qx+2Q\-D • Inspection
shows that Q Of; B±f B^) becomes LB?, /32, /3, f so
that (1$.) is invariant with respect to reflections
In th© six. lines of the type (fi-t-2^^0 % so it
is only necessary to calculate it for a sector of 30°•



f

FIGfURE III. The Isodifiusion lines of a Close-packed

Hexagonal Lattice in the Plane C4 = 0.
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The isodiffusion function d(<£) is calculated from

(7#£0) for a network of points lying in the plane

O • They form a lattiee which has unit vectors

in the plane QO of magnitude Jg th of the

reciprocal lattice vectors. In order to check the

accuracy of the calculation, the points were taken in

a sector of 60°, so that each value is evaluated twice.

The results, which include the nine reciprocal lattice

points CO,oyo,I), C-1,0), (H,l), C-ltQC-Zo)^-2,1),(-2,1), LO,x)
where the co-ordinates refer to the axes Q\ are

shown in Fig, III# The numbers plotted are actually

the values of-if-5.^1 a«d to get the true diffusion
* ^ VL\H£ ,

function, have to be multiplied by the factor 3<VQ'

where, of course, q' is ofctained from the elastic

constants in the manner already described. This

factor will, naturally, only change the scale of the

isodiffusion lines, but not their form# The isodiff:

-usion lines in Fig. Ill were drawn from the numbers

plotted#

From this chart of the isodiffusion lines in the

plane 9t = 0 , it is seen that the most intense

scattering is represented by those areas which lie

close to the points of the reciprocal lattice. These

areas of intense scattering are, of course, the so-

called extra spots," which are surrounded by a weak

background. Nevertheless, although the background is

relatively weak, it possesses a considerable amount of
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fine structure. The "extra spots" associated with the

first ring of reciprocal lattice points are almost

isolated by regions of very low scattering power.

However, there are ridges of higher scattering power

connecting the second ring of reciprocal lattice

points.

Further general features of the chart are that

it is invariant for 60° rotations about the origin,

and for reflections in any of the twelve lines joining

the second ring of reciprocal lattice points to the

origin. Since it ean be shown that these features

follow from general symmetry considerations, they must

be a general consequence of the close-packed arrange:

-ment, and not of the particular assumption of central

forces. Another feature of the close-packed arrange;

-ment is that the isodiffusion function itself apart
n

from the factors , is periodic for dis placecents of

three ceils in the reciprocal lattice.

It is rather difficult to see what features are

general consequences of the assumption of central forces.

In the general case, the equation for an isodiffusion

line will contain the seven atomic constants. By the

assumption of central forces, these 3even atomic con:

-stants can be expressed in term of one independent

constant 9* • Thus, the particular form of the isoaiff:

-usion lines within the general framework of the feat:

-ures discussed above, is a direct result of the assump:

-tion of central forces.
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The innermost contour around each reciprocal

lattice point of the chart approximates very closely

to the isodiffusion lines obtained by Begbie (1947)

for the limiting case of the Jahn apparoximation. This

is only to be expected, since Begbie used the elastic

constants of Beryl, which as has been stated earlier,

satisfy approximately the conditions required for cen:

-tral forces. The general shape of the contours

changes as one proceeds outwards from a reciprocal

lattice point*

There are no signs of the very strong streaks

connecting the Laue 3pot3, which have been reported

by Dr* Lonsdale (1946) for the ease of ice ana ammonium

fluoride. This wouia suggest that the origin of these

streaks (Born, 1946) is not aue to the ordinary thermal

motion, but that there exist in these crystals, atoms,

which have two possible positions of equilibrium. In

the case of ice, the hydrogen atoms are assumed to lie

on a line joining two oxygen atoms. The equilibrium

position of the hydrogen atom is not at the mid point

of this line, but at a position which is nearer to

either one or the other of the oxygen atoms. A survey

of the evidence for this is given in a paper by Miss

Penny, (1947). If it is assumed that the oxygen atoms

can exchange hydrogen atone, this would lead to a

statistical distribution of the hyarogen atoms.

Professor Born has shown that this would give rise to
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a continuous distribution of scattering power in

reciprocal space.

It is to be noted that the chart cannot be

extended indefinitely in C-space, for the general form*,

-ula (3.1), for the scattering power, is valid only for

points of ^-space which are not too far from the origin.

This distance depends on the temperature. A full dis;

-ou33ion of the validity of the general theory is given

in the report by 3orn (1942-43).

Finally, it should be remembered that the calcul:

-ation hes been made using a model in which only the

forces between next neighbours are considered. The

neglect of long-range forces will be of little influence

for long waves { corresponding vectors will lie near ©

reciprocal lattice point.), but will be very essential

for waves of the same order of length as the lattice

constant. Thus, in the case of an ionic lattice, where

long-range forces are important, the value obtained above

for the isoaiffusion function for those wave vectors

which lie in the region between the reciprocal lattice

points can be regarded only as a first approximation.

As has been stated bv Begbie (1947) the reason for using

a model, which certainly is not a good picture of reality

Is that the method of next neighbours can be generalised;

it can be used for all kinds of substances, and all kinds

of symmetry.
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SUMliARY.

The dynamical properties of a crystal for small

vibrations can be described by the set of coefficients

of the potential energy forming the dynamical matrix.

The elastic constants and many other observable qusn:

-titles can be calculated in terms of the elements of

the dynamical matrix, but, in general, the reverse does

not hold. On the assumptions that only central forces

need to be considered, and that only next-neighbour

atoxs act on one another, the dynamical matrix for a

close-packed hexagonal lattice la expressed in terms of

one atomic constant, which can be determined by compar:

-ing the expressions for the elastic constants with

experiment. The Fourier transform of the dynamical

matrix and its reciprocal, which in first approximation

is proportional to the scattering matrix, are then eal:

-culated. A diagram of the equldlffusion lines, which

covers a part of reciprocal space containing nine lattice

points, is drawn. The diagram shows that the "extra

spots" are surrounded by a weak background, which exhibits

considerable fine structure. The equidiffusion lines con:

-structed for the vicinity of the selective reflections

(Jahn case) agree with those calculated by Begbla for

Beryl. Ho trace is found of the intense star pattern

observed by Lonsdale for ioe and ammonium fluoride.
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part II.

oh the fij3e structure iii the ib1ra-rkd spectrum of

i ok 10 crystals.

8, ihtroixjctiuh.

In a paper on the quantum theory of pyroeleetric:

-ity (Born, 1945) Professor Born has pointed out that

observations of certain phenomena are at variance

with the results predicted by lattice dynamics, as

worked out in his book, '"Atomtheorie des festen

Zustandes'1 (Born, 1922)• As an example, he discusses

the theory of pyroelectricity. According to theory,
—r-~^4-

the pyroelectric moment should obey a I — law for

low temperatures, while the careful experiments of
4

Aokerrnann (1915) show that a I- law would give much

better agreement with observation. Coupled with this

are the many new and accurate observations of electric

-al, optical and X-ray phenomena produced by the

Haman school of Indian physicists, which have led them

to deny the validity of the whole theory of lattice

dynamics. They propose an alternative theory, which

will he mentioned later.

The reason for discrepancy between experiment

and theory is that Professor Bornfs book was written

before the discovery of quantum mechanics. It is

based on the Bohr modification of optics and classic:

-al mechanics and therefore does not obtain all the

more refined details. Although quantum mechanics

have been in existence for nearly £5 years, it is only
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recently that the investigation of the optical

properties of a crystal has been taken up from the

modem point of view. The method is described in

the paper on pyroelectricity (Born, 1945) and leads
A.

to the required ' law for the temp^ature dependence

of the pyroeleotric moment. The principle of the

method is that the wave function for a system such as

a crystal can be written In the form (Born and

Oppenheimer, 1927)

( 8,1) Y L>(-X) - If'

where X represents the co-ordinates of the nuclei,

and x those of the electrons, Bow any physical
(e.g. the elecfric fMo«ienh)
property of the crystal will be represented by an

operator, which is a function of both the nuclear

co-ordinates X and the electronic co-ordinates X

(o,g, the •lactrie moment^ and which acts on the wave

function (8,1), The properties of the system are

given by the matrix elements of the operators, which

can be formed in two steps. The first step consists

in building the electronic matrix elements with

respect to the function 0 (XX * which is a

solution of the wave equation when the nuclei are

considered fixed in the positions X • The seoond

step consists in forming the matrix elements between

the different vibrational states. In general the

system can be considered to be in the electronic

ground state. The corresponding wave function can

only be calculated by solving the electronic problem
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explicitly, and hence the electronic matrix elements

are assumed to be definite but unknown functions of

the nuclear co-ordinates. They can be expanded

with respect to small displacements from the eiuili:

-brium position of the particles and then the

vibrational matrix elements can be formed, Kot only

has the quantum mechanical approach been successful

in its application to pyroelectricity, but it has also

been used in giving a satisfactory explanation of the

Raman effect in crystals, e.g. rocksalt (Born and

Bradburn, 1947) and diamond (Smith, 1948), TMe

purpose of the present investigation is to see how

far this quantum mechanical approach can go in explain

-ing the fine structure which has been observed in

the infra-red absorption bands of ionic crystals,

A cubic crystal of the NaM type should possess

according to the lattice theory (Born, 1923) only one

frequency which would respond to infra-red light, the

corresponding vibration being caused by the motion of

the positive ions, against the negative ones.

One would therefore expect a single rraxiraor. in

t sorption and in reflection, lauli (1925) attempted

oacoounf-for ;be absorption by suggesting that the main

vibration should be damped, as on account of the

enharmonic character of the potential function, the

main vibration becomes coupled to combinations of the

other normal vibrations. In 1930, however, Czerny

(1930) initiated a series of experiments, with the

aim of determining the refractive index and the
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extinction co-efficient of rock-salt between 3u/As
and 100 Vi , a spectral region containing the eigen

frequency of MxCl • Czerny took great pains to

purify his spectrum from all traces of wavelengths

shorter than those under consideration, by means of

suitable filters, and preliminary reflection of the

incident light from residual ray plates. He rneasur:

-ed the transmitting and reflecting power of rock

salt, and later extended his experiments to sylvine

in collaboration with Barnes (Barnes and 0zerny,1931),

The reflecting power of the crystals showed a very

broad maximum whose centre of gravity did not coin;

-cide with the lattice vibration. In order to

determine the eigen frequency, me a suremen t3 were

first made with crystalline plates and finally by

evaporating rock salt and sylvine in a vacuum to form

layers a few /U/ thick on thin transparent films of

nitro-eellulose. The surprising result of these ob:

-servations was the discovery of two subsidiary

maxima in absorption and reflection for rock salt and

sylvine. Czerny found that he could represent the

reflective power very well by using a Hrude formula

for the main vibration and the principal subsidiary

one. while the observed values of the extinction

co-efficient agreed quite well with those calculated

from the Prude formula between 30 lis and 46 below

3o Us they were approximately one thousand times

smaller then those calculated. On the long wavelength

3ide Cartwrlght and Czerny (1933-34) found that the
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extinction co-efficient retained inch higher values

than expected from the Prude formula* Similar

results have bean found for all the alkali halides.

Following the publication of these results. Born and

Blackman (1933) using classical mechanics investigat:

-ed the effect of thira order terms in the potential

energy in the case of a linear chain* Blsekman

{1933-36) extended this treatment to the three-

dimensional lattice of the MjlCI. type. These

Investigations gave a possible qualitative interpret:

-ation of the subsidiary maxima*

Quite extraordinary results were obtained in

experiments on absorption ana reflection of MgO by

Barnes, Bra tta in and Seitz {1935)* Using both thin

plates and evaporated films they observed a great

number of narrow weak absorption bands from 6 ,K/

onwards, superimposed on a main absorption maximum

at 15.4On the other hand, Fook (1934) found

only three absorption maxima* Barnes, Brattain and

Seitz developed a quantum mechanical theory for the

absorption of a three-dimensional lattice of the

(VaCV type in which third order terms are consider:

-ed in the potential energy* By making the assumption

that the maxima of the density of the normal vibrat:

-ions coincide with the boundary of the frequency

surfaces in reciprocal space* they obtained an extrem:

-ely complicated secondary structure. The validity

of this assumption is very doubtful* Another attempt

to explain the complicated secondary structure has
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been made by Raman (1947), by using a few lattice

frequencies ana several orders of their combination

frequencies*

However, another determination of the absorption

of M$ C has ^ust been made by Willaott, (to be
published in "nature'')• He trace whatsoever was

found of the complicated secondary struoture, and

Wiilmott concludes that tne anomalous results
due to

obtained by Barnes, Brsttain and Seits weref consider:
-able scattering of the short wave-length radiation

from their source*

Another paper on infra-red absorption has been

published recently by Pomeranchufc (1940), in which it

is claimed that the energy of interaction of a

crystal, with a centre of syEmetry in an electric

field* raust vanish, unless there is attributed to

each ion a polarisability which is a function of the

position of all the atoms in the lattice* A detailed

theory is not given, but Pomeranchuk deduces that the

width of the infra-red absorption,lines should be

proportional to the square of the temperature and not

to the temperature itself, as had been shown by

Paul! (1925) for the case of a linear chain with a

cubic interaction potential function.

A general account of dispersion in the far

infra-red is to be founa in "Reports on Progress in

Physics,' by Kellner in 1941 and "Ergebnisse der

exakten haturwissenschaften," by Phtossi (1938).
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In the foiloaIng pages the theory of normal

dispersion in crystals is developed 00 the assumpt:

-ion that the electric moment, as has been explained

already, is a function of the nuclear co-ordinates.

This leads to a first order line spectrum with a

continuous secondary structure surerposed on it.

By making suitable assumptions about the forra

of the distribution of the second order combination

frequencies, it is shostn that the continuous second:

-ary structure behaves qualitatively as if the

crystal had a few additional absorption lines.

Detailed calculations are given for the case of

sodium chloride.
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9. THE THEORY OF 1)13'ER3M lu X.LID3.

The classical theory of the optical properties

of solids is based upon i-iaxwell's equations for an

uncharged polarisable medium

dMrif. dMr%*o

foU/rt£ -"*$
(9.1)

where is the electric moment per unit volume and

is the current per unit area. The magnetic

moment per unit volume has been neglected and in all

the applications to be considereti hero, it can be

assumed that J and ti_ are related to t , the

electric field intensity by the equations

£ = E e~'"h EVu,r

(9.2) = b/S

where and <3y/j are the polar!sability and the
conductivity tensors of the medium, iiaxwell's

equations in a material medium ere phenomenalo-ical

in so far as these tensors are phenoraenalogieal

descriptions of the medium.

Among the many attempts that have been made to

base the equations on more or less definite atomic

models and to deduce the dielectric tensor from

atomic properties, Ewald's (191£, 1916) theory is the

most precise. Originally he set out to show that an

ortKorhombic lattice arrangement of isotropic atoms can
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aocount for optical anisotropy In crystals, in his

treatment, the Isotropic atoms are rerresentea by

isotropic harmonic oscillators, which he placed on a

simple rhombic lattice of infinite extent. He

showed that if all the oscillators vibrate with the

same frequency and with phases corresponding to the

passage of a plane wave, the resultant electromagnet:

-io field has the same phase at the lattice points as

the oscillators themselves. For a given wave-length

and direction of propagation, it is possible to

choose a frequency such that the electro-magnetic

field just suffices to maintain the assumed vibrations

of the oscillators, A self-sustaining •scillation of

this kind, corresponds to the passage of an optical

wave,

fhe oscillators in the Ewaia theory correspond

to the electronic oscillations within the atoms the®:

selves. If the atoms are charged, i,e, the lattice

is ionic, the ions will move as a whole under the

influence of the electro-magnetic field. But, as it

is well-known, the lattice particles are so closely

coupled, that they do not oscillate independently of

one another. It Is not possible, therefore, tc treat

the ions as individual oscillators and apply the

Ewald theory directly. Born,{19£3), has extended the

JSwald theory, by assuming, much as in tho original

case, that all the Ions vibrate with the same fre;

-queney, and with phases corresponding to the passage
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of a plane wave. Since the eloctro-raagnetic field,

together with the other applied forces must Just

suffice to cause the assumed vibration. Eorn is able

to obtain on the one hand, equations of optios, in

agree eni with the liaxwell theory, and on the other

hand, equations to determine the dielectric tensor

from the lattice forces. In this treatment, the

motion of the lattice particles has to be dealt with

by classical mechanics. However, in a raper by ar.

Huang, to be published soon, the quantum mechanical

treatment of the "lattice motion is given, and the

result agrees exactly with the classical theory.

3uch detailed considerations will not be employed

here. Instead, the method of introducing the theory

of norml dispersion (Sections 9 - 1£). will follow

closely the manuscript of a bock, to be published in

the near future, by K. Born and K. Huang. The

formulae developed by them for a general atomic system

are modified for the particular case of crystal

lattices, and when necessary, put in a form more suited

to the present purpose. The crystal will be treated as

if it were a molecule in which on electric moment is

produced by an applied field. The field will be
ejecfrocjvj namics

treated according to classical mechanics, but quantum

iijeohanics applied to the crystal itself. This semi-

classical approach has the disadvantage that the

classical theory of radiation doos not account for

spontaneous emission, and hence leads to the result
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that th© radiotion doping* being 8«1.6l| due to

induced effoots, depends on th© incident Intensity#

un th© other hood, th© serl-olftMieal raetfco-- — s th o

decided advantage over the Dlroc theory of radiation

that, in obtaining th® polarinnbility # the order of

perturbation theory re aired, is halved# In the

effects to be discussed, first carder perturbation

theory ©ill be used, but to obtain the equivalent

results, using the xtrac theory# second order

perturbations eould bo needed# eith n corresponding

increase in the ceisplexity of the calculations.

tet denote th© 'ssoi.ltonion of the systeci#

and suppose it is acted a on by an electric field

of the forr

£ - £ e'1^ r e^1
(9#3i

tn account of the action of the ©sternal electric

field tlx) energy of the syster beco on changed by

C3- t ©hero M is the operator electric

r-:oc»nt of the unperturbed aystor# this gives for the

total familtonian

(9.4) H*
i'-.e internet!on tor- H' is non treated in the ncll-

tenevm manner as a perturbation in the tin©-dependent

Schrbdinger equation, ©hioh onuses transitions from

one state to another# if the field is aero# the

ays ten is unperturbed, ami cannot change its state#

if, on the other hand, the field is finite.
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seatterlng and induced emission or absorption of the

light will take place*

Let the stationary states of the unperturbed
m

system be Ipy where

(9*5) r-

and try to obtain a solution of

(9.6) ~

which reduces to a given state ip0 st a time t=o •

If f is exranded in the usual way,

r Kr — hfc £-y£
(9.7)

r

and substituted in the SehrSdlnger equation (9.6),

there arise equations for the coefficients CLy- of the

form

(9.8) - 5 ar=^ C'~A L r)t
Hi* - hWaoLJ

The extension co-efficients are, cf course, dependent
c\

on time, and I&-rl is interpreted as the probob;

-ility of finding the system in the state l^rl at the

time t 0

The initial conditions are that at t -o 9 CV0-I
and all the other CLT= 0 . For small times, approx:

-imate solutions of (9.8) can be obtained by inserting

the initial values of the co-efficionts &X ia the

right-hand side of the equation. If this Is done,

h "The"amplitude of the electric field is denoted
by E , but this should not lead to confusion.
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and It la noted, using (9«3j that
\

(9.10) H'ri = -M-rA(E e~L<4>+ £*eiWt)
The equations for the co-efficients dT becone

(s.ii) t- ar~ Urfl* (_-e +Ee J
The integral of this equation, that vanishes at t = 0 •

is

(9.1?)

I_P^E° Gy±FiU)^ farEr'faft
a.r= Myo. [h + i* '^.e

Unless one of the relations

&1S) B0-ErAu-o
is nearly satisfied, <Xy osciliates very rapidly
about the value sero. Thus it may be said that the

system remains in the state 1ff0 , and behaves as
if it were undergoing forced oscillations, far from

resonance. On the other hand, when either one of

the relations in (9.13) is satisfied, the system

resonates and changes its state. In the oa3e of

resonance, l&y-/^ is the probability that, at the time
"t , the system is founa in the state ty'y- • Since

in «-oVjicK

is positive, the case^^-Ey =.~j{ U) must correspond
the case which

to induced emission, whileA£r~£e = to absorption.
In order to calculate the scattering of light by

the serai-classical method, when the frequency is not

too near resonance, it is usual to take the mean value

\
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of the induced electric moment, with resrect to the

wave functions given above (Plaezek, 1934)# Here,

the mean value of the perturbation energy W' is

evaluated, and the electric moment is obtained by

comparing this energy with the energy that would be

produced by a classical moment of the form

.M .ot
(9 >14) Jb - M e -h M e*

and the polarlsability tensor is introduced in the

form

(9.i8)

The energy produced by this moment, interacting with

the applied field is

- S- i - -{2. M'<£*."** e; (- e«]
= -jI +^^>£*eaUl+P^?E^E^+F^£c(E^ i(9.16) 7 J

The mean value of the interaction energy K say

a' . i«

(9.17) ^ - J f M.£ f-^T
Substituting the expansion of j- from (9,7) this

be comes

(9.18) j'•= -Mo0.£-l' {dy-M^iO^t e'tWort (•/ mmm" -—f

The first term of this equation represents the energy
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aufi to the permanent moment of the system, and will

not be considered further# Substituting the value of

O.T from (9.12), the value of the next term i3

V rMr..e[M^6Hor.lj L
y "t- iv Lh)or+" H. CtU0y~—UJ) -J
(9.19)

where % U)or - E0_£r

The value of Is obtained by adding the

conjugate complex expression to (9.19). The result

has the same form as (9.16). By comraring co-effio:

•ients of # the polarisability is seen

to be given by

P U>\ 2ky y M4)r (^tpro v^W J%)rp 1
(9.20) • 00 ft- ^7 (_ ^TO ~ ^ LOy-Q f- UJ J

where 7lo is the number of systems per unit volume.

This Is the usual dispersion formula, e.g. Plaozek,

(1934).

The thermal average of this quantity gives the

polarissbllity which has to be used in constructing

the mean electric moment of IJaxwell's theory

( i A-kv).
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10. PIAOZFX'3 AP ROXIxATlOB.

If the wave funotioris of the system can he taken

as the rroduot of the electronic wave function (p(X)X) I
for fixed nuclei and the nuclear wave function X(X)
as in (8.1), the expression for the polarisability can

be simplified by a method due to Plsozek (19S4). In

this case, the energy levels ore represented by sums of

electronic energies Eot and much smaller vibrational

energies Eir

(10.1) E r =
.

Thus the frequencies also split sdditively

(10.£) u?rs -E - U)^ vU)-xrv<

where UTvVls srmll compared with ^. Therefore

one can approximately neglect in the denominators

of (9.204 except for the diagonal elements LOn^-o ,

provided always that the incident frequency uJ la not
one

too close to any of the transition frequencies COon.

of the electronic levels.

If only properties of the electronic ground state

are oonsiaered, in (9.20)

(10.3) O O V

where o now means the state of lowest electronic

energy. For the intermediate state

(10.4)
T~ -E> 71, IT
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The intermediate matrix elements of Mc( are written

in the form

do.5) M^)r= ma{do.-
then

(10.6) MO&J/yi ~ W$)no
How the term Y~? O-.v is split off from the summation

in (9.£Q), then omitting the index o in \PJt/i)oV-0 y. #
the approximate expression for the polsrisability is

p v __ ybS^ |H3 )0v>0-lr/(^ iijoirfpir _|_ ov^jirX
irV V L^i/ir — CO COyJy- +- CO J

_ / ^,^)oVM\r/<H{)/nv]ov- + ^r(M<*)0v;/nir' (M/i)/nvj0ir\
^ \ Mn* - COsno J

(10.7)

In the first sum, the matrix elements occurring have

the form

+?Ii

ri _ C ^^ 00)vl^ - rl(10.8) V gJo>riW

They are the vibrational elements of the electronic

ground state, and the Indices ot 0 can omitted.

Since the second sum has resonant maxima at the

electronic levels, it will not be considered further.

How the infra-red part of the polarlsability is

explicitly represented by

,«~ 1 r> Lux) _ -HtC ST / W#$)y'v' _ M^mr' M'7^)v,v >(io p,w * £r\. uvv-w + uv„tw
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*he re the are regarded as knows functions of

the nuclear co-ordinates* The refractive properties

depend on the thermal average, written thns

or explicitly, it is given by

/p (u*.$ \ 'ik y + \
V ^

-< >■ t^x^or- ^ tUir'ir + LO JV'

(10*10)
2/*o

=
ti

Or'
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11# :.E; vi- ?R^ ^eo^IS J&H-I*?,

The formulae of the preceding seoti on shoe that

the polari©ability con be myrow <3 in terns of the

fanctlon M^) , or# more correctly, so a funotion of
the vibrational matrix ©lenients M4$) irv' , It is

now necessary to expand ih© electric raooeot into a

poser series of the oscillation cnrlitades IU&! «

Similarly, as in the case of the potential energy,

the expansion is sritten

where the upper indices ( 0, \ • ll denote the order

in the nttelear co-ordinates# The last teo terns of

this equation or© given by

fii.i) njtyutfy)
P ih >'

(11.S) Mi" i^ mu^"^
The OQ-eftieients Mijli)} M,^) MM MMof / ■ /

values of M4X i and,, ita derivatives «lth respect to

x* 4) , taken for eqallibrian# The a# co-efflo:
-tents satisfy a nor her of identities. The first of

those are conse uxsnoes of the periodicity of the

lattioe# Any qaantity which describes an equilibriars

property* »wd depends on only one sioglo particle,

1) , oust be the ears© for oil cells, and hence

independent of JL • Tbae. nr.y bo oritten
for Mou(l) • In "the same way, £ny equilibrium
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quantity depending on two points W , and

,Jil is invariant if X and are subject to the
same cell displacements and hence, depends only on

the difference ■ ( f,~"ij ) so one

can write

(11.4)
- iwlA

A second set of identities is obtained from the con;

-sideration that any translation of the crystal as a

whole, does not change its electric moment. Hence,

if all the kf- are taken equal, (independent of I
and }l ) M^ , M^ must vanish. Therefore

(11.8) X Ifoi) - 0
4

A simpler relation can be found between the coeffic:

-ients '1' by the following consideration,

which applies the condition of the invarianceof the

electric moment against displacement, to a displace;

-raent of the lattice when the particles are not

necessarily at their equilibrium positions. The

differential of is given by

(
/Vj2

11.6)
iJk/S

Thus, the condition of invariance is

Ijfr Ik ^
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For this to be independent of the displacements s>

I *(M -
D

(11.0)

Further relations follow from infinitesimal relations,

but these will not be required.

Now, normal co-ordinates are introduced by
i

(11.9) U*ihdgA^LeAUI'j)el(J'
Qjf

Then one can write

m.10) Mi = Z M0) 0)
Here Mo{. ; Is given by

'-"'I""'"
:

v a ^A^ h,there the factor 2_ ^ splits off. It is /V

times a & ~ function vanishing except for <£ = o • Hence

(11.12)
? MSffi) MS" ^ <V^)

The first order polarisability is therefore due only

to vibrations of wave numbers aero or infinite wave¬

lengths, where each of the simple lattices, corres;

-ponding to the points of the base moves liice a

rigid system.
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The matrix elements {y)v"v( vanish except for
transitions belonging to the frequencies ± •

Therefore the first order effect is a line spectrum

of not more than 3S~3 lines (omitting the three

acoustic branches), each line corresponding to a

normal mode of the system of S interpenetrating

rigid simple lattices. In the same pay it follows

from (11.3) and (11*9) that

< ii.is ^)fj
) I'h-'Y

If l-i is replaced by , the factor

splits off; again it is IV times a S— function

of { q+Qf )• Hence, in the sum (11.13) only the

terms, q1--^ appear. Using this fact, one can
write

(ii.i4 j M1 = K< i?,i) tjti) q*t<L\
qyfY"W>?\r)

where

(u.uj

Before rsroceeflin further, it is instructive to

consider a special case, phere the exrression for M
is simplified in virtue of its physical meaning. At

first, it is supposed, that exchange of electrons,

between the atoms, can be neglected, so that all the
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electrons In the system can be assigned to their own

nuclei. For simplicity, only the case of a molecule

Is discussed* let Z& he the atomic number of the

nucleus A • • its ce-ordinatesj X#$,J)
the co-ordinates of the electrons in the cloud sur:

-rounding this nucleus, J = I, 2, - lA where A
is the number of these electrons* Hence

(11*16) Zl-I'L = *a

the electro-valency of the particle

then

(ion or atom)

*'A
.17) Hi- elL [ZAX<lt) - **

A
(11

and

(11.18) 0 L2a- zi)=|
since the total system is neutral. Host is considered

the extreme case of atoms, which are only ioisely bound

together, in such a way, that the electron cloud sur:

-rounding the nucleus is unaffected by the motion of

the other nuclei, (the approxinotion of rigid ions).
Then the total electronic wave function will

contain the co-ordinates of the aucM and electrons

only in the combinations

(11.19) xi(y)=
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If these relative GG-ordlnates are taken S3 the

variables, determining the position of the electrons,

and substituted into (11.17) one get*

hU=

= ezL
(ll.JBO) A

The intermediate matrix. element of this quantity

becomes by the substitute

(11.19)

(viw = S M<
(11.21) 1

where &] is independent of the X * Using the
exr ression (ll.PO), one obtains

<11.$2) M<V) = ^ +/<^
where is the electronic contribution to the

moment, and independent <£ the X • In this extreme

case, one has therefore

Mel ~ U)A

(11.23) Mi ■ = MJ= o

For neutral atopjs, (^=0)* the electric moirent
is therefore a constant, and for ions, it behaves as

if the total charge efejfc - eCZ^—were concentrat;
-ed in the nucleus. In general, if the ions are
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polarlsabie, ana exchange of electrons and free

elect**©*® are taken Into account, one has

|vj ^
A

M< - ^

(11.24!

where ii'; Kill be small#
The eonstant term M° , drops out when the

▼ibrational matrix elements are formed, and therefore

plays no part In the optloal phenomena (unless the

rotational levels of a system are included)#
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1£. THERAlAL AVERAGES OF PHYSICAL IUABTITIE5.

In the last section, the electric moment ess

expanded in a power series of the displacements of

the nuclei from the equilibrium positions, and then

normal co-ordinates were introduced. In order to

obtain the Maxwell polarisability of the system,

these ex ansions havetobeput into (10.10) for the

polarisability, and the thermal average taken. Thus,

it is necessary to consider thermal averages of the

form Avxr'BxnW - N w1 where the two functions

A(X) j l?[Y) , are functions of the nuclear configur;
-atlon for any transition V> Vf • It is

now supposed that A(V) is expanded into a power
series.

A(v)= A(xV<-)^ A°f a'-M2
(12.1)

where the upper index indicates the order in or

in the normal co-ordinates, j .At first will
be taken as real. The vibration matrix elements

have similar expansions.

Airir' ~ A°y-ir> f- A[rvf AV^'
(12.2)

If Binrl is also expanded, one has for /V^nr'

(12,2) IVirv1 ~ ^irV1 ^ ^Irirl

where
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A°vv» BSir.

M W'= A °Lrxr' B 'urxr/ +• A ^nr' B J-ir'

{1£,4} A/ xru7- A^irtr7 Bxrir' + A-yir'B in/~'+"A yxr/ Bo/"i»-f .

T~
Stow, ©very N-yv' with an odd V , vanishes,

^ y
for it is a sum of products A {nr' 13with r,f-r2~"r
odd; hence, either 17 is even, and odd, or vice

versa. The corresponding products of the u , have

no elements belonging to the same transition, y-^y'
(see below)#

The N vis1 for even f are the following

Nj\j*~ CA°B^rir/tAW/B°)Svir/ +- AorOr' Byy-I

Nvv'~ iA06 ifir'f I) °)s in^ f Bivf |3 +A^y* Bvir'
(1£.5)

how, it is easily seen that A ^trl only exists
for IT-Ir* t that is, zero fr@<]uency, AVxr' is ®ero,

unless one oscillator T ) , jumys by one, i,e,

and thus it is associated with the frequencies tt% •

In the same way A"fv' is associated with the fre;

-quenoies i ^ t eOj-i a ^hus It follows that the

terms of Nvir' may be ordered according to the

frequencies to which they belong, The diagonal terns

belong to the frequency zero; the terra f\lvv-> B'^rir'
belongs to the frequency 1 Ulj , and AW' Bonr'
the same frequency, as it is the only jump that i3

X
common to the matrix elements of and ^ ;
finally, belongs to the frequencies

Hence one can write, up to the fourth order
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(12.6) Nvif1 = Kru' ^iri +^ + ^vvl
where

WJX);

L1 r- «W-t«
' V*7rift

^yiZ-O

y7

Nvirl~ Ay-id $ VI/"' «Wi:
(12.7)

Bow es3urae the normal co-ordinate expansion

L< - ^A' = 2 Ai?)^

a1 = ±, *
(12.8)

where all the co-efficients are supposed to be

symmetrical in the arguments ~j H - - and,

similarly, for 0 . a11 matrix elements can be collect:

-ea together into groups, which belong to a given

tyre ctf frequency combination. Here these groups will

be restricted to 0? i ,tu)5 ± 6tL-t • to each of
these belong many transitions IT-?> Tr' , and it is

necessary to calculate the thermal average of these.

The natrix elements are given below in Table V..
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TABLEV.

0 -ivs -aov 3. UJj- i4-3b1

hJyl Gjify .VJ

wif*tr
p &(W») cokc^-o

nqC7 = v au^j-

Eaoh matrix element can be multiplied by a factor

of modulus one, which can be arbitrarily chosen for

one of the transitions v' . Zr'-7 7/~ , but
is conjugate imaginary for the other. Hence, products

such as
y~ are real, and are

obtained by squaring the quantities given in Table V.

All physical properties depend on thermal

averages of the matrix elements of functions of

oscillator amplitudes. If these are expanded in power

series, (as above), these natrix elements can be reduc:

-ed to those given in Table V. Hence, all such aver:

-ages can be expressed in terms of the averages of the

powers of the quantum number of a single oscillator#

It Is therefore sufficient in the present case to give

the averages of W and • Using the abbreviations

(12.9) Z - !_*-*
fiiO

kT



these become cC>

£r>=g? 're
-fiV

2 e-"v
Vk)

,-L
~Z- d#

(Me&- _ J
cLfi

~ £*-

(12.10)

= ""
(IF.11)

X e-/?lr
ir^o

X ^X: ^3 f
I

A / {e^y

(12.IF)

The following abbreviations will also be used

Vaoirct
i?) l-e ^ j -

Elementary calculations lead to the following
Table.

TABLE VI.

U)j -4r -u)T-uy

i
'

Uirl-Ulr

4e* 1%T

^y)vvli^)ir'v) *£

UriT^ J&Jrf ■

So far. only real osoillators have been considered

However, products of matrix elements of complex oo-or;

-dimtea can always be reduced to those of the real and
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imaginary parts of the complex co-ordinates. Let

(IF.13) £3- = Yot-Lij .then

(fcW fc^Ur- + c

The last two products are zero as they always

contain different oscillators. The first two exist,

if i- u -j or (J^. • In the first case, the first
two terms are equal, but of oprosite sign, but in the

latter case, they have the same sign. So the only

possible product is

[12•"> lfr)yv' = a(£rjv* ($7W
In the same way,

111.16 i

{13.17) (gj fy)vV\ = a C#)vv>
All other products vanish.

Prom the results of this section, it is claar

that

(13.18) (TU) r)r, (|V^r, = M\% f Ml f M*

lr

where
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(if.19 i M^= {HI f m5(n|JCv, f } swi

(lggo) = JV,<*jwlii^yirv<)" MjjW ■

(IE.El) (M\)virl{Ma)w\
K, will not b© discussed further, for the

reasons given at the end of the last section.
jr

If the second term in equation (12»20) for

is dropped (because it is of a lower order then the

first ooei. one has for »

(IE. E8) Ml, -1L.M4) 1%1/f l$flvvf ) fvv'
}

The thermal averages, ordered according to the fre:

-quencies, are

/MZ-U10.)\= %J(°) /yr^lf)
M^= lis M*0

. |v f. ^ -3 l(}) /r^a)
(12*22)

In the same way, the second order terras in the

moment give

with the thermal averages
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(IP.£5)

<M* j> = 2i©J^)
e-^Sh4)^

5«»« -vfe
<nj •*•*• »%4J) 4 *'
<1£.£6)

In these formulae, the summation over £ has

again been extended to all the points in reciprocal

srace*

If one considers the special case of a system

with independent rigid atoms, where the electric

momait yiL^ in (11*24) vanishes, then only the first
order thermal average, given by (1£#23) exists. In

the general case, where the system is not necessarily

e crystal, the value of is given by

(ls.er) Mu[))* ej^ e^Uli)
This is real, and hence also the polarisabllity,

(10.10)* It follows that

.

(i*.*8> y-x°I /***&
y )

but, according to (1£*1£),

(i?.£9) Js- 0~e~'}>)=
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iiene© t

umik^W- 5 yit'/ '

Thi3 is the classical dispersion formula for

Ions considered as vibrating mass points, and it

would aprear that so far, no one has worksd out the

generalisations which ere contained in the preceding

general theory.

The remarkable feature of this formula (11.30)

is that the dependence on temperature has completely

disappeared. This is due to the factor C|-£ 0 in

(1?.£8) where the term _ eT®i obviously has its

origin in the anti-Stoke's terms {fty') of the
scattering. They produce the "negative dispersion"

(ladenburg, ISflj; ordinary and negative dispersion

together are thus independent of temperature.

The formula (1E.30) will be the main term in the

Infra-red refraction in ionic crystals, where the

resultant charges, e2ti , do not vanish. But the

general theory developed here adds to these ionic

terms, others with the combination frequencies

+ iU)-r fU) +• o-j » an3 these will be the dominant—~
-* J — TP

ones in non-ionic crystals, where (IP.30) vanishes.

In the general oase^^ ) yyy can be written
(18.91 = V (Pi/W")wr> V 4^X)Anr>
where the first term corresponds to the single ,1ump

i anci second to tlie cEoulole *umps ±u^-) i cu^y].
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They are second and fourth order with respect to the

extension (11*1). Their explicit expressions are

ohtained by substituting (12.23), (12*25), (12.26),
in (10.10). After some reduction, one obtains

(12.32) U))w)=^2^7^

(12.33) =r hi)(5+e"^^j

and similarly

h>^-!**«
f £w[|+ R L /m^ g,J

Uu>[e%^H *Ca*<4i
■hk

*
9^

(12.34)

The accent on the sumrastion sign of the difference

terra in (12.33) Indicates that the terra «> • w
has to be omitted, while in the summation terra,

^ ~(j'J is included* As one has
yr&^ = /m^ • Hence, the average polarisability ten:

-sor is llermitean* The optical meaning of this is

that the two elementary elliptic waves, into which the

field can be decomposed, are propagated with different
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velocities {elliptical birefraction, optical activity)«

The formulae, of course, only hold for ^ sufficiently

different from the resonance frequenciestM^, t u?&±
If the immediate neighbourhood of these is to be

included, one has to introduce damping. Born and

Huang have done this, perhaps rather arbitrarily by

replacing by ooy+iry y LVj-h^ri ana
by -'fL fys-' • The damping constants

can be, in principle, calculated from lattice aynam:

-ics, but this is a very complicated theory* The r

are taken as given small constants (small compared

with the frequencies themselves). One has then to
I

replace in (12,22) by

i I

(1£. 35) C ')f'r82 C w($)r)

*«>(})* r&f
if f(J) is neglected, this again can approximately
be replaced by

v _l i toft)-us—cri
(1S.S6) ?«$) uif)-u>t;rfJ)* lioft-w)* I nj)1
and correspondingly in (12,24), Hence there appear

new imaginary terms, which mke the diagonal teres

of the polarisability complex. They indicate obscrpt:

-ion of the light wave, With neglect of elliptical

birefraction and optical activity the complex polar;

-isabillty now becomes

(12.37) / y
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which, in the region of resonance reduces to

^nr> = t R

^
£ *- -

<(& -- M)M')^Jik)

The dash over the summation sign denotes that the

term y-X* is to be included ehen the pins sign is

taken* and excluded vshen the negative sign is taken*
»

The summation over Q uill be replaced by an integrat:

-ion*
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13. THE o'.auaD OHPI'iH lJULA:-:i3A.olLlfn TE. 3OR.

TTom the preceding sections, it follows th®t the

second order poiarissbllity tensor is given by
5 Jim, yfcb&hwrft,) pp\fjb\n mf'-^^Lo

mi) ^
The factors /V^dj?(jji) can be simplified by
means of syswetry considerations. This* how over, would

be extremely involves if it bed to be done for all

points, of the reciprocal space. The integ:

-ral {13.1) will actually depend very little on the

whole distribution of

,_e-v4MW]
JtyM')R "Hjplfy) {g-*L J

(13*B)

in Q— space, but mainly on those parts where the
«

frequencies have a maximum density* «:ven the general

problem of fi«a.i/i • those regions of space would be

very involved* Hero the apprcxiraBtiojj is n»de that

the point ^fiJT ~[s.yo.,qJ in reciprocal space at which
the functions u) i^//) are constant corresponds to a
maximum in the frequency density* Thus it is assumed

that no great error occurs in taking the factor (13*£)

out of the integral and taking its value at

Thus (13*1) becomes
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Similar arproxinisti ons have bean made by Born and

Bradburn (1947) ana Smith (1948) in discussing the

Raman effect#

t ne further simplification has yet to be rode.

but now, all the damping constants will be taken as

equal to a single constant, f • As will be

seen, the final expression for the polsrisability

will not contain V • The physical meaning of this

is that the absorption aepends not on the shape of

the individual lines, but on the density of their

distribution on the frequency scale#

hofc integration over £ may be ^placed by

integrals over the corresponding combination

frequencies. With the definition

Op fo ttws point, a damping constant has been

associated with each combination fee uency

l%')<
and the substitution
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(13.3) becomes

nQ. Xrl ± ( ± Ubyj/) / t
(13.*) "

It'

The real and imaginary parts of the polarisabllity
n 2 i 2Patf ) Pois are now discussed in turn# From the

last equation, one obtains from the imaginary part

«a.t Z/V^'V
If the first factor In the integrand of (13#7) is

I

taken as a delta function, p^} simplifies to

(18.8)

In the same wy, one has for the real rart of the

polarisability

It is impossible to evaluate this integral without
i.

knowing the function, ~~Z//' •

; o© it has been assumed that the frequency

density function Zj^'Cu^j') m has a principal
ma*i*wn corresponding to the frequencies in the

neighbourhood of the point = [Ai i-Aj *

Hence, in order to make further progress, the

assumption is made that ~Z'^{ iLv^' ^ can be represented
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A bji'
f 13*10) (A/'-utf)2 tbV
This function has a maximum of height bit'1 anfi width

2-WJ' at ^V' = * Ho® If i/;' (tV) is replaced
by {13. 10), the imaginary part of the polarisability

becomes,

Xo ,jfs' g-, A),bV(13,11) \ jn = 4 / >/ / tlx llAa, L«-/

and the real part

p2 =y' ,l, I <£//'-" v Ah'' £;*' tifcji
(is.12) A/> y if h**'-"* ^
where it has been assumed that no great error occurs,

in extending the limits of the integration to infinity

By the theorem of residues, it is easy to show,

(Arpendix 1), that

o° 2 2
{ xdoo ire [&-b) +c

(13.13) ^.^Xx^cW) (cV^-u1)2 *hayc\

The two Integrals beeone identical, if one puts

(13.14) X = d)jfr=ry C = d)[<?-/)-u> b = ^rr'
This gives
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t± . Ai

T̂ .,-nI
(ig.15) PTA-Tf/_ n?* —v2 ^ a _ni—~^T7 \F~* >7'Ifrw-wj*h'-ij +*r<."w

$ow J will always be small compared with b . r/ »

so that terms containing |~ can be neglected in

13.15.

so,

(13.16)
pi _ Tp> ' , *, At., U>{fr)-LO

On combining (13*11) end (13.16) one obtains for the
■

complex polarisability.

(13.17) P*. = 1/\1 ,*» ^ 1—-Ti

From these equations, one sees that in the arprox:

-imation that has been used, the second order polar:

disability is equivalent to a number of simple

absorption lines. The total number of these addition:

-al lines is, of course (3S) -3S , but symmetry

considerations may reduce this number, that 13, the

factor ///' may he zero. Thus one sees that dis:
-persien in crystals of the A/a^l type is due to a

first order absorption line on to which are super-pos;

~ed a few second order absorption 'lines." This result

is in agreement with the observed spectrum, but difrfete

from that predicted by Raman's theory, from the
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theory worked out In the preceding sections, it

follows that the secondary absorption "lines are

really continuous bands of absorption, while in

Raman's theory, the absorption is assumed to be due

to nine eigen-frequencies and their combination

frequencies, up to the third order# Faraen claims to

have identified thirty lines in the ease of

but he uses the anomalous results of Barnes, Brat tain

and Seits (1935). It is to be stressed that Willmott

finds only three secondary absorption lines on the

short wave length side of the fii-st order line, (as
is the case in )• snd one on i*16 wave¬

length side#

It is, of course, not possible to measure the

refractive index directly in the absorption region.

In practise, measurements are made of the reflection

and transmission co-efficients* From these, the

refractive index and the txtiiietion co-efficient can

be obtained. Vfae two latter are, of course, related

to the real and imaginary part# of the polarisnbility.

Before applying the theory specifically to iVa^l ,

a brief account of these relations is given.

For the case of an isotropic body, (or a cubic

or;;stal). it follows from iisxwell's equations, that

if Yi is the refractive index for a plane wave pass;

-lng through a medium of dielectric constant K ,

(13.18) /Ha = IMFP = K

In the case of absorption, these quantities become

eompleT.-, If /H is replies* /ft—t'JL , Ji !.*
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the extinction co-efficient, then

(rt-t kf= i+J,j
I.e. /nL—tl'1 -n-MTrP

i
0.1/ P

/yik

13*19)

The reflection co-efficient R is related to /n

and Jk. by

n _

(13*20* ^ ~~ (J
The transmission co-efficient 0 • (Kellner,

1929, and Userny, 1930), is given by

"fee2*-2.<av2(/n&i-v)
(13*21) D =

where

(13*i£)
/Wl V ^ /nUAx-1

n =y 30

and d is the thickness of the piste measured in

and the frequency of the incident light is given by
JjjrXlo13 sec'1
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14» THE PQLARISABILITY UK 3ODIUM CHLORIDE,

The Titration spectrum of the /VaQ lattice has
been calculated by Kellerciana (1940), for a set of

values sufficiently complete to get a good idea of all

the branches# His assumptions are Coulomb forces

acting between all the ions, and requisite force

between next neighbours; the two constants appearing

from the latter can be calculated by using the exper:

-imental values of the lattice constant and the

compressibility# Hones, his results are independent

of arbitrary ass maptiens and they are shacked by the

cabalation of the specific he«t t Kellers*urn, 19%1}#
In the case of )VflCL , there are twe different

particles in each cell, £-3. . Noio, it- one intro -

duces a rectangular co-ordinal"e System uuith
axes parallel ho the edges oh a cubic cell^
the rhombohedraj cell vectors end the basis of

the IVaCt lottioe, sre given by

co}cl,a.) ^2.= lcl,ocl) (l^- c^-,0,0)

(14.D vt 00)Ca'a'u> v«-z 2
where (ji is the distance between nearest neighbours

rhomfcohedrct I
or^the lattice constant, and vet the volur/e of the. ceil#

The positions of the particles are therefore given by

r{A= a" . P, a,<--4aa^e, = ( iS«, <4,V?)
<i4.f) y - ahr3|- C



FIGURE IV.

First neighbours of a Point in the Unit Cell of the

Sodiuia Chloride lattice.
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where is an even integer and
:

is an odd integer times a • Each particle has

six first neighbours, which are of a different kind.

If those of the particle at the origin ~ 0 ,

are labelled (jl~ h2 ^ ), Fig. IV. » the co-ordina
and cell vectors are given by table VII.

TABLE VII.

1 1 3 f io
a 0 0 -a 0 0

/yriAf/ 0 a 0 0 -a D

/m2 0 0 a. 0 0 -a

i| -1 0 0 0 ~1 -I

h 0 -1 0 -1 0 -I

"is D 0 -1 -1 -1 c

As stated before, the constants in the exransion

of the electric moment, , can be simplif;

-ied by symmetry considerations. The constants will

be taken as aero, except those which refer to nearest

neighbours. They behave like covariant tensors with

respect to the suffixes Y • It follows that,

in the case of a symmetry transformation (c.f. Section

2).

U4.3) = jL M^TcY M4$)
where

*A(fr) = 2. tAo( Xi (i)
(14.4 \
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Th e symmetry operators of a cubic lattice, are

represented in matrix notation, by

—Jc+' U

0 0 r f 0 0 ~o s 0
1 0

1
0 T =

i/pv 0 1 0 Td= 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 ~L 0 0 L

(14.5) (?6) (Ltt)fW

where the change in the indices , is given by

the substitution groups under each matrix. The neon:

-ing of a bracket is that a co-efficient ^i-kh

a certain number in a cycle, is to be derived from
\

the co-efficient with the number following it in the

cycle , in the manner described by (14.4). The effect

of these operators can be described by the schemef

(14.6)7^ = (Xi3 '^1 hd)

where

(14.7) ± T+p.
How, it is easily seen that Is invar;

-iant under the transformations T>m- ond 11 ~^d
where

(14.8) Tm= CT,| T2Q-Tn) TtTflTnTvTv)
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From this, it follows firstly, that all those ^^sy
which can be got by interchanging all suffixes £ and

3 must be equal, and secondly, that all those terms

containing an odd number of suffixes 3 (and by the

first rule, the same holds for the suffixes 2) must

vanish. The non-vanishing constants are

/%ra M'^=b
hA.9) ^,13=c

Hn^y and can be obtained by
cyclic interchange from ^^,/3 y * By application
of the transformation Tm t it follows for the

non-vanishing co-efficients that N^(■oy —M°i,/?y
2.

and so, by cyclic interchange, that No

and M^y or *Tom the fact thatIVaCl
has a centre of symmetry, X = C"'k; -Iz2/~fy?) it is seen
that

Mtr -Mir'
where the particles that have been denoted by

are now taken to be /I = 7 ~3 respectively.

By definition

• X4.XX, l^,f = )
It JL-0 , and , the particles

concerned are not next neighbours, and so
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(14.12) -O

If Jt-0 and A~Jl . from (11.8) it follows

""

Mif-o
w v>

(14.IS)

This completes the simplification of the expansion

coefficients. However, what is required are the

co-efficients for the exmnsion in normal co-ordinates

$Tjj- = * Inserting this value of
in (11.15) and using (14.10) and (14.11) gives

N^'
nl r-

-

a ^ ff^LL' VV %>m eylll/)
hi

-A/ ,Z?
\J.-yy\fryx [_ c<;/3)

(14.14)
123

**

(14.15)

then



It is well-known that only those elements of the

polar!sshility tensor fy# for Na^-1 exist
for which 4 = & ana that these elements are all

equal. For this reason, it is only necessary to oons

-sider P4* and in particular / Mt(gj'Jj , It Is
easy to show that the constants JVf^ have the

values

Mh,ra
Hi,25 = H,,33=b
Mi,3i - M 1,3.1 -c

M| ,13 = Ml ,13

M,,25 - Mi,n = °
(14.1?)

In order to evaluate &nCAI/) the equations of
motion must be established at the point

It can be shown by simple symmetry considerations

(KeHermann, 1940), that the six equations (2.1S)

split into tm sets of three. The first equation of

either set is of the form

(14.18) (/\ -/w# coje, Ll(/) -t- B feci//) 1- e3 cli/fj - o
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with two others, obtained by cyclic interchange of

the suffix , of -£oiCAl/) * two sets are

distinguished by Ji - I or . The values of /

are chosen to correspond with Kellernann's notation*

With the help of the orthogonality relations (£.£2)

the solutions of these equations are easily obtained

(Born and Bradburn, 1947), and are shown by Table VIII*

TABLE VIII.

i a 3 Sr (D

0) ±
0 feuOiM=o 0 0

is)
i w

4
4

D

0
Xe?0^=l

L

0

0

0

D

i G)
11)
i!)

0

D '

D

_L
113
_L
1J3

_L
tJo

0

0

0

o

0

0

2lS)-~0

Se5.C^-i <£(.2)0=1

Bow one can obtain Mii/j') by substituting the

values of Mc^y from (14*17) and Into
equation (14.16). Inspection of Table VIII. shows that

!
the six values of ©en be split into the two

groups (j-lM) and Q= 2,^,0 and only those values of

exist for which and are taken from

different groans. Simple calculations show that the

non-vanishing co-efficients are given by
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M|c^) -3vf7^!3 [a-t a(bfctit)}
—fsj

M,cif)= JT^Tj ia-b-dtact e*cais)
-N i

M,Cip = J 3/ni, ft* LCL-b-d. f 2 cj e* Lai (,)

M,C3^= J/yn(/^2
-N

N| t3,t)= 1 a-b-c-di e,cii3)efc2/(>)

vj/m^ e,Ci/^)e*d^)
—N /

M|(^6)= yj /yrl,/yn2 f (Hlf) £^(2/6)
-N

M113,2) = \J 3/jn, 4^ 9, ill3)

Mi C V,2) ~ >J 3/m^n ^ C+3^}e,ClHt)
(14.19'

with the relation MM) = M,{i'>) from (14.16).
From these, it is easy to find /m^'V-^

They are given by

^ [&+aCbi-ci-ti)}zW-nC1,4)-

2/V"

q

/^•i C/2)~" ^ k C.+2rf-} jf-3fLf

?*uW)=
iflV'

(14.£0)

{a-b-c-cL}: J*='/<r
>'--?.(>
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AS regards the constants occuring in the first

order polarisability , it is easy to show

that the only non-vanishing co-efficients in the

expansion (11.2) of the first order moment are

,14.81) =

and with the help of (11.5)

(i4.es) = --ru

From (11*12) it follows that the co-efficients

in the expansion in terms of normal co-ordinates}
M^(j) are given by

(14.28) N g = I,a,i)
and so

a.

{14.24} /W*i,4(j)= ^= '> X'7 ^

This completes the simplification of the

expansion co-efficients in the moment by means of

symmetry considerations.
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15• ffU^KICAI GALGULATIOl'B .

It is well known that NaXb possesses one

first order absorption line* itom (If.37) the

corresponding polarisability is written

pj « uJo — f 2 c Cd0 b0

where the two constants Ao and bo will be adjusted

to give the best possible fit with exr eriraent for the

range of frequencies which will be considered. UOD

is taken from the observations of Barnes and Cserny

(1931) as 3-1 X I01- Set'1 *

In Section 13, it has been shown that the second

order polarisability consists of a sura of terras

corresponding to the possible oombinatitns of and/'
for both summation and difference frequencies. In the

last section, it was shown that on account of symmetry

considerations, only those terms will occur in the

summation for which / has one of the values f ',3 , <1+ )

and (2/5,6) 0r vice versa. The constants

A*}' b* :j' ana have be determined so
that the function (13.10) gives a best fit for the

±

frequency de ;sity functi on ~Z c j1 •
The latter functions have been calculated by

Br. Smith from kellermann's results. The result of the

calculation appear in graphical form in the paper of

Born and bradburn, (1947), on the Raman effect. There,

the mean has been taken between the / — 3 and /-/*t

branches, and between the y ~ 5 and f = b branches



FIGURE V.

hequency Density functions Allowed by the

Selection Rules.
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corresponding to the fact that ~ ^^Sf) • and
^(1) - ^(S) at the point

Onr»'»lt'ir\g the branches j. ~ anal
^ ~ k otne, Kas ooly the four combinations

) ~ Cl,^) \ Cl,5) y C2,3 jj {3 S . The corresponding

density curves are plotted in lig. V.

Barnes and Czerny (1931) have shown that the

frequency corresponding to a maximum of absorption

of a light ray in its passage through a thin film,

is near the resonance fre uency of an absorption line,

From the theory given here, it follows that the

maxima in absorption should correspond to the maxims

of the frequency density functions in Fig. V, The

results of observation (Barnes, and Czerny, 1931,

Czerny, 1930, lentzel, 1934) show that secondary

absorption maxima occur at wave-lengths ef 5 //U^ ,

K0'$M, * 3 ifyU/ * The one at with a corres:

-ponding maximum in reflection at is the most

prominent. These wave lengths have been narked in

Pig. V, It is seen that ohly one of the rnaxira of

the allowed frequency density functions corresponds

with the given wave—lengths. This is the maximum of
caS+c^5/

the frequency density ofAt' e sum combination of the
transverse vibrations jr = ^3) } ~ \&) » correspond:
-ing to the principal secondary absorption maximum.

Since no absorption has been observed corresponding

to combinations which include the frequencies of the

longitudinal vibrations, the constants oi} b , L,(Ji
of equation (14.20) are given the following values..



iTISURE VI.

Frequency Density Junction for the Branch LO^+Wg-
by Interpolation of Kellernaan*s Penults.
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(15.2) a = 2.aD> b^c\0) c = d = ~a0
where qD is still arbitrary, AeoorQirig to
(14*20) this assumption causes and

hence to vanish, if > or i' " ^ {I.e.

corresponding to longitudinal vibrations )•

In order to account for the existence of the two

subsidiary maxim® at & ^/A and 34-^ , it is

necessary to extend kellermanil's work on the

calculation f the frequency spectrum of scdium

chloride. Besides the maximum of the density curve

due to the flat section of the frequency as a function

of Q near the point ®hir = £i;i a] , other maxiesq

may occur. For, to a given Siiall interval of fre;

-quency A LO • there correspond also other parts

of the frecuency surface which cannot be found

analytically, but only by 3ust counting out a

sufficiently dense table of the frequencies. This

has been done in the following way far the branch

U)3 + co5 . Kellermann evaluated the
frequencies corresponding to a network of a thousand

points in the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice.

The network was based on cell vectors which were one

tenth of the cell vectors of the reciprocal lattice.

The number of points are now to be extended to eight

thousand, by basing the network on cell vectors

which were one twentieth of the cell vectors of the

reciprocal lattice. Thus, the additional points
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oonsiderea are the midpoints of every two adjacent

points in Q-space which were considered by

Kellermsnn. The frequencies associated with these

points have been taken as the mean of those

associated with the corresponding adjacent points.

This has enabled the density to be obtained by

counting the number of frequencies that fall in

intervals of Au>=-[XiOt3 instead of A u>=C>xiol
as was aone by Born ana Bradburn (1947). The result

for the branch U/>3 f cu& is the curve in

Fig. VI, showing the maximum at CO = *)"*"K10 13
associated with the point ®/2ii ~ \ ^ J , and

two other maxima at Co - x 10** and co= S'-^vid13 .'

These last two maxima cannot be associated with a

definite state of vibration, and therefore no

selection rules can be given for them, nevertheless,

they may contribute to the optical behaviour. While

the experimental results show no trace of an

absorption maximum at Co - -f-q \ |<?'3 the main maximum
at CO = 5^4-Af (o|3 almost coincides0, with the subsid:

-iary absorption insxiimmobserved at ■\ = ~5\Ai •
/
/

The density curves for other combination fre;

-quencies should be treated in the same way.

However, an examination of the frequency density

curves of Born and Bradburn for the combinations

2^3 and X Cfg- which have beexi reproduced
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in Fig. VII , shows that the maxima of these curves

do not occur at frequencies carre3ponding to

-L-Wi] . It is therefore assumed that these

maxima are due to frequencies which come from other

unknown parts of -space, just as is the case for the

main maximum in the density curve for .

It has already been shown that for the curves for

2^3 and 1 uj b- no absorption is to be

expected for the maxima corresponding to ^/zy - LJu Jz, 2]
and so these maxima need notbe considered further.

From Fig. VII it is seen that the maxima of the den:

-sity curves for 2^3 at iA) - S~-^lo13 and at

U> - 3--Or to'3 agree quite well with the frequencies

of the two subsidiary maxima observed at A= and

A = S~l m respectively. No absorption maxima have

been observed for frequencies which would correspond

to the combinations containing the frequencies of

longitudinal modes of vibration.

If second neighbours are taken into account in the

expansion of the electric moment, (still with the

restriction of u-space to the region of ^h/r ~L\\^j ,)
one would expect, since the second neighbours of a

given particle are of the same kind as the particle

itself, additional terms to appear in the polarisabil:
„

-ity, corresponding to the values of both y ondp'
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being taken from either one of the groups ( I; 3 , If )
or (<2, 5" ; (o )• However, since the IVa C.} lattice has
a centre of symmetry, it is easily verified that the

additional constants appearing in the expansion of

the moment In the displacements • have

values such that the additional terms appear:

-ing in the expansion in normal co-ordinates

for £/2/7 = Li,T»nish. Thus, the Introduction of

second neighbours contributes nothing further to the

polarissbility.

The polarisability of the principal secondary

line is proportional to the factor /J\ yjl *

Besides the arbitrary constant CL0 , ■j'iff')
contain© the temperature dependence of the polarisa:

-bility, but since no investigation has been made of

the temperature dependence of the absorption, the

two constants will be combined into one /\ V -

the intensity factor of the line. A relation exists

between the two constants j- (///) and j (//'J ,
corresponding to the lines, due to the sum and

difference combination. However, practically no

observations exist in the region of the difference

line, so one cannot compare this relation with

observati on.

The same form for the polarisability is taken

for the two remaining secondary lines. For since

their origin is due to the consideration of regions
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of £ -space other than the neighbourhood of

, there s ee?rs no reason for taking

one value of ^ , rather than another, in evaluating

the constant * Therefore, in comparing the

theory with observation, the polarlsabiiity of the

crystal is taken in the form

i o A uf-uZ-h^tUJobo ,KA UV-U^ithr
(IM) P= W

The effect of the ultra-violet terns on the polarisa:

-bility has been token from the work of Puchs and

Wolff (19£8) as 1,328. The f\ and b are taken as

arbitrary constants, but one expects, however, that

the by- ') "2| 3 ) will be of the order of the width

of the corresponding frequency distribution,

Cn account of the -presence of the abritrary con:

-stants in (15,3), the simplest nethoa of comparing

the theory with exreriment would be to start from the

experimental values of the reflection and transmission

co-efficients R and 0 • Using these, one couia solve

(13»F0) and (13.21) for the refractive index , and

the extinction co-efficient • These are directly

related to the real and imaginary parts of the polar:

-isability, by equation (13,19), The equation (13,21)

for the transmission co-efficient D , is transcend:

-ental. However, one can solve (13.2U) for 71 thus

(15.4) H (_R TJ[^p "I*



FISURE VIII

The Reflection Co-efficient.

FIGURE IX

The Transmission Co-efficient#
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Then the transcendental equation for 0
can be solved by testing various values for *

This procedure was carried out for several sets of

plates, but the resulting values of the pclariea:

-bility showed a fair amount of scatter, and in the

region of the first order maximum, it was impossible

to find solutions. This was presumably due to the

fact that the relation (15.4) between ,/M and Jl
is very sensitive to the value of R when R is

near unity.

In view of these facts, it was decided to

reverse the procedure. The constants A and t> were

adjusted to give a best fifc for the reflection and

transmission co-efficients. The results are shown

in Figs. VIII and IX. The values of the co-effic:

-ients usea are

cOc ~3* 1 /V \3-1* bo='0H

.£ ii •P- 4> 4, 1 b, = -n
- 5.5 A2 = '05 b^ = /' 0 (J'C )

U)3 =S-1 t b3 = ' if'O
(15.5)

13 H
The unit of angular frequency is taken as [0 sec

The numbers in brackets after b( » » b3 • are the
widths of the corresponding frequency density

functions, estimated from Figs. VI, and VII.

The experimental values for R are from Cserny



FiGPJRE X

The Refractive Index and the Extinction Go-efficient.
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(1930) ana Barnes and Czorny (1931). The values of

D for d- 3-b JjL are from Barnes and Czerny (1931),

and for d - 2.1+^ from hentzel, (19341• The agree:

-merit between the theoretical and experimental curves

can no doubt be improved further manipulation of

the constants. The process is tedious, and in view of

the number of approximations made, the additional work

involved is hardly Justified. From the preceding work,

it is seen that as far as the positions of the second:

-ary lines ore concerned, the agreement between theory

and experiment is quite good. Further, the values

selected for the constants b, , Jo ^ , b3 • ave of the
correct order of magnitude. The values of the refract:

-ive index />! and the extinction co-efficient A are

Shown i® Fig. -X-

So far, the difference terms have not been consid:

-ered in the polarisability. They will give rise to

absorption on the long wave-length side of the first

order line. Corresponding to the principal secondary

summation line at )±0-S'/lA, , one would expect from

Fig. V. a difference line laJ- ,y7 X lo13 • The only
additional terms that could appear would be due to the

combination {? }') — (3 V) aad (f • From Fig. VII
it is seen they would give rise to a line at U)--3xlov) .

There are only a few single measurements in this region.

They are quoted in Czerny (1930). The values of the

extinction co-efficient k are shown by crosses in Fig.

H. The full curves are values of A obtained from a



FIGURE XI

She Extinction Go-efficient for Long for® Lengths*

The experimental vnluea are shown by crosses*

The full curve is obtained by Oserny from a .Brude

formula with two infra-red terms*
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Druae formula, for the first order line and the

principal secondary line, by Gserny. It is seen that

the prediction of maximum absorption at the frequen:
13 i3

-cies (jo - -IK IP and to - -3X10 agrees ouite

well with the observations.

It can thus be said, that the secondary struct:

-ure in the absorption spectrum and the maxima in

reflection, can be explained by assuming that the

electric moment of the crystal can be expanded in

terms of the nuclear displacements. This is equiv:

-alent, as has been stated before to assuming that

the ions are polarisable, and that exchange of

electrons can take place between them.

In conclusion, the author ©i3hes to express his

gratitude to Professor Born for suggesting these two

problems, and for his kindly supervision during the

progress of the work.

An account is given of Professor Bern's modern

quantum-mechanical theory of dispersion in crystals,

in which the polarisability is given S3 a function of

the vibrational matrix elements of the electric

moment of the unperturbed crystal. The electric mom:

-ent is expended with respect to the amplitudes of

vibrations, and the polarisability consists of

contributions of different orders. The first order
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efiect is a line speetrum depending only on the

vibrations of infinite wavelength, the second order

effect is a continuous spectrum depending on combin:

-stion frequencies of all pairs of branches of the

lattice vibrations, each pair taken for the same

wave-vector. Absorption is taken account of in a

phenomenological way, by introducing a damping

constant for each absorbing frequency. Daeh branch

of the second order polarisability is expressed as the

integral over all wave vectors of the product of

factors derending on the temperature, the moment, and

the shape of the individual lines.

Professor Bora's general theory is simplified in

order to obtain results which can be compared directly

with experiment. The integral over all wave vectors

is transformed into one over the spectrum of the

combination frequencies by introducing a frequency

density function. The frequency range of integration

is divided so that each division contains one maximum

of the frequency density function. The moment and

temperature factors being slowly varying functions,

are assumed to have a definite value for each range

of integration. Sach maximum of a frequency density

function is represented by an analytical form and

the integrations over the frequency spectrum are

carried out. In the final result, the polarisability
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is represented by a superposition of a number of

simple "Brude" lines with arbitrary intensity factors*

The theory is applied in detail to sodium

chloride* The frequency density curves are obtained

from Kellermann's calculation of the frequencies of

vibration of the sodium chloride lattice* By extend:

-ing this work* it is shown that the density curves

have several maxima* Without any arbitrary assumptions

the theory predicts the frequencies of all the

observed secondary absorption maxima in fair agree:

-ment with experiment*

one maximum in each frequency density function

is aue to frequencies associated with wave vectors

intensity factors of the corresponding absorption

maxima are given explicitly in terms of the four

independent first-neighbour coupling constants. By

adapting the arbitrary intensity factors for the

frequency region of the sum combination branches, a

good fit is obtained with the experimentally observed

reflection and transmission coefficients. This is

not done for the difference branches* because one

cannot fit the first order effect over such a wide

range of the spectrum.

The results show that lattiu© dynamics can

account quantitatively for the fine structure observed

in the absorption spectra of crystals* and that

Raran's attacks against the theory are unfounded*

nearly equal to
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APP.j.itoIX I«

J xcbo
The evaluation of loO
The integrand has poles at X=±lC0> C£ob.
The residues at these poles are given by

1 c.H b1-^ +- 2i(LC

2. c cz-ht>z-az-2loc) ~ a. Ca-VbVc^ f abV1 fZaW-vaM?)

(1)

C t c b lx« c-i-ib)
2Cb([cHb)*-h azJ ^O^fbVc^zbWza^-iayP) ^

(2)

If the value of the Integral is 1 # one has

£ = iFtCsum of the residues)
2

(3) _ TTc (CL-b) f ca

_ fTC ,

IP (df-b)"1 +c~
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